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The VISPA programm supports particle physicists and astroparticle physicists in their data analysis projects. VISPA combines elements off graphical and textual programming to enable fast
development cycles of physics analyses.
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1. Introduction

2. The Physics eXtension Library (PXL)
For experiment independent data handling VISPA uses the PXL C++ libraries and their python
interface[3, 4]. PXL has been continuously developed since 2006 as the successor of the PAX
toolkit [5]. The PXL libraries provide necessary C++ classes and templates for experiment independent high-level physics analysis. It features classes for the representation of physics objects,
physics interpretation and also container classes. Using PXL as underlying data structure, VISPA
can be used in any experiment with serial data flow. In particular, VISPA can be connected to any
high energy physics experiment.
In addition to the established features for High Energy Physics, support for Astroparticle
Physics has been included in version 2.1 released in the beginning of 2009. The support of Astroparticle Physics includes classes representing astronomic objects as well as specialized classes
representing, e.g., cosmic rays.

3. Analysis Designer and PXL Browser
An analysis on the data is performed in several steps, each represented by an individual module. While modules e.g. for file input and output are already provided, additional modules can be
written by the user with the C++ or the Python languages. From the list of individual modules, the
analysis is designed by graphically placing and connecting the modules on the workspace using
drag and drop. The connections of the modules represent the data flow in the analysis. From the
Analysis Designer workspace, the source code of the Python modules and the parameters of the
pre-compiled C++ modules are available from within the GUI.
Allowing to use both languages in one analysis, VISPA supports fast prototyping of the analysis using the Python language and subsequently replacing time critical parts with fast code written
in C++. This modular concept assists the user in fast prototyping of the analysis and improves the
reusability of written source code. The execution of the analysis can be performed directly from the
GUI, or on any supported computer in batch mode. Therefore the analysis can be easily transported
from the laptop to other machines.
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A physics analysis can be regarded as an iterative task consisting of three steps. The analysis
has to be prototyped, executed and afterwards verified. Based on the results, the analysis is modified and the process starts again in a new iteration. Today these steps are mostly performed by
programming source code (prototyping), running the software on the laptop or computer clusters
(executing) and checking the results of the analysis (verifying).
For supporting scientists in each step of this process, we developed VISPA, VISual Physics
Analysis [1]. VISPA is designed to combine the convenience of graphical user interfaces with the
flexibility of textual programming – a combination which has already been successfully implemented in software for hardware control (e.g. [2]). To account for the variety of computers and
operating systems nowadays used for individual tasks, we developed VISPA as platform independent software running on Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X and Linux.

VISPA - Visual Physics Analysis on Linux, Mac OS X and Windows

The recently improved GUI of VISPA is based on a plug-in mechanism. Besides components
for the development and execution of physics analyses, additional plug-ins are available for the
visualization of e.g. the structure of high energy physics events, or the properties of cosmic rays
in an astroparticle physics analysis. Furthermore plug-ins have been developed to display and edit
configuration files of individual experiments from within the VISPA GUI [6].

4. Conclusion
With VISPA and PXL we presented powerful and conveniant to use software tools for highlevel physics analyses. They allow fast development of physics analysis in High-Energy and Astroparticle Physics featuring modular connection of analysis modules written in C++ and Python.
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Figure 1: Screenshots of the VISPA GUI. Left: In the workspace of the analysis designer individual modules can be arranged to a physics analysis. Center: The analysis can be executed directly from the GUI.
During execution graphical output can be generated using plotting frameworks like ROOT. Right: The data
in- and output can be browsed using the PXL Browser component.

